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INQUIRY INTO THE RENEWABLE HEAT INCENTIVE SCHEME
RHI REF: Notice 494 of 2017
DATE: 16th October 2017
Witness Statement of:

Lindsay Goater

I, Lindsay Goater, will say as follows: -

Background
1.
WORK EXPERIENCE
Head of Automotive Transformation – September 2017 to present
UK Department for Business Energy & Industrial Strategy (BEIS), London
Responsibilities:
• Maximising the economic opportunities for UK PLC from the transformation of the UK
Automotive Industry moving to autonomous, connected, electrified and shared (ACES) cars.
Head of Energy & Carbon Reporting – January 2016 to September 2017
UK Department for Business Energy & Industrial Strategy (BEIS), London
Responsibilities:
• Strategic lead on UK government policy on energy and carbon reporting. Drafting proposals
and securing Cabinet approval for publication of new policy proposals, delivery using light
touch Prince2 project management techniques
• Providing timely and accurate expert policy advice to Ministers and senior officials on
innovative options for enhancing energy and carbon reporting by businesses, working closely
with legal and economic advisers
• Negotiating a consensus across businesses and government through building a network,
increasing my own and organisational knowledge of opportunities and challenges, including
for exploiting synergies between mandatory greenhouse gas reporting, energy audits (the
Energy Savings Opportunity Scheme – ESOS), new policy proposals, and proposed closure
of the CRC scheme
Head of CRC Energy Efficiency Scheme – February 2013 to December 2015
UK Department for Energy & Climate Change (DECC), London
Responsibilities:
• Policy lead for delivery (through the UK’s Environment Agency) and evaluation (through
contractors) of the CRC Energy Efficiency Scheme (formally ‘the Carbon Reduction
Commitment’)
• Providing timely and accurate expert policy advice to Ministers and senior officials on delivery
of the CRC, working closely with legal and economic advisers, ensuring effective collection of
ca £700m annual CRC revenue
• DECC lead on the tax and financial incentives aspects of the HMT-led review of the business
energy tax and policy landscape in 2015/16, engaging effectively with businesses including
presenting at conferences, and across government in particular with HMT and HMRC
• Managing and leading a team of 3 to 8 policy officials to ensure high performance
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Senior Manager, Generation, Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI) – June 2011 to February 2013
Office of Gas and Electricity Markets (OFGEM, the UK’s energy regulator), London
Responsibilities:
• Operational management – launched non-domestic RHI, recruited and provided leadership,
guidance and direction to deliver through team of 30 staff across London and Glasgow,
implemented advice line, standard operating procedures for assessment of applications, and
technical reviews
• Responsibility for final sign-off and accreditation of renewable heat installations in relation to
£860million RHI budget
• Translated regulations into day to day operation al practice, including seeking legal and
technical advice
• Implemented key performance indicators (KPI), and suite of management information
• Building and maintaining effective relationships with government departments and industry.
Effectively represented OFGEM at conferences and industry meetings to explain and answer
RHI questions
Project Manager – April 2009 to June 2011
Medicines & Healthcare products Regulatory Agency (MHRA, the UK’s pharmaceutical regulator),
London
Responsibilities:
• Project management – as a Prince2 Practitioner, successfully delivered a high quality
£15million building refurbishment and business relocation to both time and budget, effectively
managing a range of contractors. Managing risks, issues, project reporting and governance
• Delivered preceding project to scope vision for space use, new ‘agile’ ways of working,
building a consensus across the organisation on behaviours to apply following relocation
Manager, Submissions Centre – June 2006 to March 2009
MHRA, London
Responsibilities:
• Operational management – 40,000 pharmaceutical applications a year processed via 21 staff
to meet targets. Continuous improvement of systems and processes, including IT
enhancements
• Ensuring industry compliance with submissions standards, communicating and maintaining
submissions guidance, representing MHRA at conferences and industry meetings
Technical Supervisor – December 2005 to June 2006
Syngenta Bioline, Little Clacton, Essex
Responsibilities – in addition to those from previous role:
• Technical supervision – problem solving, data analysis, trouble-shooting, production
innovation, development and project management
• Operational and budget management – collation and analysis of all production figures across
site
Group Leader, Production – January 2003 to December 2005
Syngenta Bioline, Little Clacton, Essex
Responsibilities:
• Operational management – developing 6 staff across production lines to meet sales targets,
ensuring procedures documented and followed, making improvements, problem solving and
trouble-shooting
• Budget management – reporting on labour and production, data analysis
Research Assistant – February 2001 to December 2002
Syngenta Bioline, Little Clacton, Essex
Responsibilities:
• Applied entomological research to design and develop mass production systems for insects
and mites, and crop trials on new applications
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EDUCATION
•

M.Sc. and Diploma of the Imperial College (DIC), Advanced Methods in Taxonomy &
Biodiversity – graduated 2000

•

B.Sc. (Hons) 2:2, Biological Sciences – graduated 1997
University of Essex

•

A-Levels
Colchester Royal Grammar School, Essex
Chemistry A; Biology B; Physics B

•

GCSEs
Colchester Royal Grammar School, Essex
Chemistry A; Biology A Physics A; Maths A; English Language A; English Literature A; French A;
Geography B; CDT: Technology C

2.

Please see above for role description. Until I left Ofgem in Feb 2013, my core
role included operational delivery of the non-domestic NI RHI scheme, which
to my recollection was a small proportion of applications received, the bulk
being GB applications.
Prior to NI RHI launch, I provided practical input from an operational
perspective to prepare for its launch, e.g. around likely staffing requirements.

3.

I reported to the Band E Head of Non Domestic RHI Operations, Jacqueline
Balian, who in turn reported to Associate Director Matthew Harnack.
I had 3 Band C RHI Manager direct reports for most of the time at Ofgem –
Edmund Ward (promoted to Band D before I left), Ollie More and Barney
Merrett, and later another Band C Generation Manager who’s name I cannot
recall.
They each had a number of Band B Assistant Manager staff reporting to
them, and they again had Band A Administrators reporting to them.
To the best of my recollection, I also managed RHI Managers in the Glasgow
office for a period, as I was involved in recruitment and setting up that team,
and Michelle Murdoch when she began working at least some of her time on
Non Domestic NI RHI operations.

Involvement with Northern Ireland RHI Scheme
4.

To the best of my recollection, and as set out above, once launched I was
responsible for day to day administration of the ‘Generation’ aspects of
operational delivery of the Non Domestic NI RHI scheme. This meant
applications for accreditation, and assessing heat meter readings. I was not
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responsible for e.g. processing payments, compliance, audits or fraud
monitoring – that was the responsibility of another Band D Senior Manager in
RHI Operations, who also reported to the Head of Non Domestic RHI
Operations.
To the best of my recollection, as noted above, my input prior to launch was in
considering practical lessons from operational delivery GB Non Domestic RHI,
such as planning for staff numbers for Non Domestic NI RHI launch (I had an
Excel model for estimating staff resources) and ongoing operation of the
scheme.

5.
a.

I cannot recall, but on average I think the Non Domestic NI RHI
scheme was a small fraction of GB Non Domestic RHI application
volumes, so time spent when in operation would also have been a
small proportion of my time. I would assume that around NI RHI
scheme launch, there was a peak in activity for all involved.

b.

My role is summarised above. On an individual application basis, I
would review the assessments made on the IT system by members of
my team, and determine whether or not to sign off the applications. We
had standard operating procedures to follow, which were written based
on interpretation of the legislation as set out in Ofgem’s guidance.
Various operational issues would arise which I would resolve around
staffing, IT systems, legal or technical queries, where I would liaise as
needed with the wider Ofgem team.

c.

Broadly, yes adequately trained. I and my team set up training for
others, and trained ourselves e.g. on technical understanding of heat
generation technologies, heat metering, as well as using the IT system
for scheme administration. I do not recall any specific concerns with NI
RHI. (Resourcing was a challenge to get on top of GB Non Domestic
RHI application volumes as we streamlined IT and operational
processes).
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6.

None come to mind.

7.

N/A

8.

I do not recall any significant issues with respect to the operation of the
administration of the NI RHI.

9.

None to my recollection.

Involvement with Great Britain RHI Scheme
10.
a.

Yes, as above that was my main role.

b.

As set out above.

c.
i. For my part, the lessons were around operational matters such
as ensuring adequate resourcing levels for scheme launch (this
was an issue at GB launch). To my recollection, NI RHI launch
was adequately resourced. Also as the GB scheme was
implemented, interpretations of the legislation were refined and
definitions firmed up as specific technical situations arose. The
team would have applied these to the NI RHI scheme for
consistency, where the law was the same.

ii. I do not recall any differences.

Promotion of the NI RHI Scheme
11.

During my time at Ofgem I attended various events to present to stakeholders
on the Non Domestic RHI scheme, and also met stakeholders for meetings to
discuss technical and practical application issues. Whilst this would have
been within GB (I recall e.g. an energy event in Manchester covering RHI, and
also e.g. a speaker from DECC on the Green Deal, various meetings at
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Ofgem’s London offices where stakeholders had asked to meet to discuss
questions about the RHI), it is possible that stakeholders would have been
based in NI. I would have been in general encouraging applications to the
Non Domestic RHI scheme. No specific third parties come to mind, however.

Lobbying and pressure
12.

I am not aware of any such instances, and left Ofgem in Feb 2013.

13.

I do not recall any.

14.

a.

N/A

b.

N/A

c.

N/A

d.

N/A

e.

N/A

I do not recall any.
a.

N/A

b.

N/A

c.

N/A

d.

N/A

e.

N/A

f.

N/A

g.

N/A

Standards of conduct and conflict of interest
15.
a. None.

b.

16.

None

No

Whistle-blowing and raising of concerns
17.

None
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18.

N/A

19.

I do not recall when I became aware, but it was I think through reading the
press.

General
20.

None

21.

None.

22.

None

Statement of Truth
I believe that the facts stated in this witness statement are true.

Signed: _______

_______________________

Dated: _____16th October 2017_______
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